Interruption of diving performance

1. SUBJECT MATTER: Parachute sets configured in the composition below:
- parachute container OP-087
- parachute container OP-093 and OP-093/01
- parachute container OP-095 T
- parachute container OP-103
- MPAAD security device;

WARNING:
If the parachute sets above are completed without device MPAAD, or include different security device (e.g. m2, CYPRES, VIGIL), the interruption does not relate to the parachute sets.
If MPAAD device is installed and not used, correct function of the parachute container remains maintained – during the reserve parachute opening by means of rip cord of the reserve parachute.

2. REASON: Exceptional accident on 19. 10. 2013 by airport Inowroclaw EPIN in Poland. The accident cause is still under investigation.

3. MEASURES: Until further notice, stop the diving performance on the above specified sets.

4. VALIDITY: From date of bulleting issue:
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